Transcription termination.
Chromosomes are organized into units of expression that are bounded by sites where transcription of DNA sequences into RNA is initiated and terminated. To allow for efficient stepwise assembly of complete transcripts, the transcribing enzyme (RNA polymerase) makes a stable complex with the DNA template until it reaches the terminator. Three general mechanisms of transcription termination have been recognized: one is by a spontaneous dissociation of the RNA at a sequence segment where RNA polymerase does not maintain its usual stable interaction with the nascent chain; another involves the action of a protein (rho factor in bacteria) on the nascent RNA to mediate its dissociation; and a third involves an action triggered by a protein that binds to the DNA at a sequence that is just downstream of the termination stop point. Transcription termination is important in the regulation of gene expression both by modulating the relative levels of various genes within a single unit of expression and by controlling continuation of transcription in response to a metabolic or regulatory signal.